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What do you call your Dad?  Or at 
our age, what do your kids call 

you?,“Dad”, “Father”, “Pop”? 
Dad
Like the names for our female parents, papa and its many variations were primarily imitative of the 
first sounds that young children produce, which include the P, B, and D sounds. Throughout the 
Middle East and South Asia, fathers are called baba.
Baba, dada, and papa are examples of what child-language acquisition experts call “reduplicated 
canonical babbling,” something universally observed as children enter the babbling phase of 
language accession. Reduplication is when a word, a sound, an element of a word, or a phrase is 
repeated.
However, as we get older, we come up with more witty (and probably more annoying) names for 
this lovable guy …
1. Wallet: He Who Has All The Money. If you want to go to the movies, you make a beeline for the 
ATM that’s in the living room reading the paper. You know, like The Beaver did with his dad.
2. BFG: This stands for Big Friendly Guy. A little obscure, but that’s the sheer genius of it. It’s an 
inside thing between you both. “BFG! Ready to go to the baseball game?”
3. Mufasa: Circle of Life and all that. He was the king of the jungle in The Lion King. ‘Nuff said, little 
Simba.
4. Sarge: Does your dad hold a military rank? Or, does he run the house like a boot camp? 
Hopefully, he won’t put you on k.p. if you use this one.
5. Care Bear: Big, cuddly, and colorful. Ah, c’mere, ya big lug.
6. Daddy-o: Retro, as in American Graffiti. (Kids, look it up on Netflix.) Call him this with a Dean 
Martin tone to your voice.
7. Homer: A tribute to the patriarch of The Simpsons. Mmmm, doughnuts.
8. Popsicle: It just sounds funny.
Fun fact: Father was spelled with a D in place of a TH until as recently as the late 1500s, though 
the term itself dates back to the time when Old English was spoken. Dad was first recorded in the 
1500s, along with the more colloquial daddy. Pop arose in America in the 1830s.

http://www.dictionary.com/e/two-word-stage/
http://www.dictionary.com/e/two-word-stage/
http://www.dictionary.com/e/reduplication/
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/kp?s=t
http://www.dictionary.com/e/two-word-stage/
http://www.dictionary.com/e/two-word-stage/
http://www.dictionary.com/e/reduplication/
http://www.dictionary.com/browse/kp?s=t
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Minutes for the May 23rd 2019 Meeting 

Meeting was called to order at 7:02


Board Members and Committee Chairs Present
President -Dick Townsend
V.P. -Larry McNair
Secretary - Suzanne Macenas
Treasurer - Peggy Hines
Merchandise - Leilani Hosking
Membership - Craig Evans
Sergeant at Arms - Jerry Macenas 
Events Chairman - Earl Oakden
Sunshine - Paullette Lieber (absent)

Pledge of Allegiance lead by Sergeant at Arms, Jerry Macenas

Membership - Craig Evans gave out name tags to the new members.  Birthday 
announcements.  Craig spoke about the organization he is active in, Habitat for Humanity, 
they are asking for volunteers to put new furniture together from the company Wayfair,  This 
furniture is sold for a small profit which supports their cause.  The warehouse is open to the 
public located on Business Park Dr. in Temecula.

Vice President - Larry McNair pointed out a sign-up sheet for the picnic was being circulated, 
and will be at the next meeting as well.

Secretary Report - Motion was made to approve the minutes from the April 2019 meeting.  A 
motion was made and approved unanimously.

Treasurer Report - Peggy reported the month of May starting balance $3,511.22, Revenue 
of $ 95.00 consisting of 50/50 and Vet Donations, Expenses $0.00, for ending balance of 
$3,606.22

Events - Earl Oakden - reminded everyone of the Cruising Grand on Friday, June 7th.  
 Meet at the flag pole at 3:00, free Pizza provided by South County OTHG from Filippi’s.
 Registration for 2020 Temecula Rod Run Begins August 19, 2019.  Craig will send you 
 ‘’pre-filled’’ out registration so pay attention to your emails from him. 
 Progressive Dinner Report - Bill Mayfield has offered his home for appetizers.  Need more 
 volunteers for main dish and dessert.
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Summer Barbecue Report - Allen and Patricia Myers have volunteered their house, for the 
June 27th picnic.   Hamburgers and hot dogs for main course provided by club. We were 
reminded to bring a chair and sign up for side dishes, salads and dessert.  Their address is 
24599 Calle Perla, Murrieta, CA 92562.  Come early to help with “Easy Ups” please!


Announcements - Mark Jessop recovering from his stroke and is doing better.  Gary 
Michales funeral June 20th at 12:30 at Miramar, there is no special requirements to get into 
the cemetery.  His daughter will be having a wake on June 23rd and has requested we drive 
our cars to the wake.  More details coming soon with address and time etc.   Dick 
Townsend has been sending out updated calendars with upcoming dates for car shows, if 
you’re not getting them let him know.  


Carl knows of a Chevy Truck for sale for around $30,000, it was noted that Charlie is 
looking for one.  Carl also knows of a 57 T-Bird for Sale.


Jerry’s 57 Chevy is in the NSRA Yearbook.


Christmas Dinner will be December 9th and Diane Oakden will be making arrangements 
with Franchesca’s for another great meal! 

Old Business - Murrieta Rod Run, still need judges for Oct. 11th and 12th.

News - Steve Dawes and Dave Lazzarini to rejoin OTHGTV,  Yes!

50/50 - Bill Mayfield, AGAIN!        Leilani Winner of a Goodie Bag!         Good Job Dick!
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Meeting Adjourned 7:42 P.M.


